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Abstract
In 2019, I began developing a persona based on a woman living in the Late British Iron Age in
Orkney, between the 3rd and 6th centuries CE, within the Complex Atlantic Roundhouse
Tradition -- a time and place in which no extant garments survive sans the Orkney Hood.  This
document will provide insights into building my Orcadian impression. I explain the reasoning
behind each item created, including how that item is pulled into scope, how it is patterned,
selection of cloth, and how it is constructed.  Justification for choices in accessories also
included.
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Project Overview
In late 2019, I left the one true century to pursue my true passions: the Dark Ages, Orkney, and
wearing oversized rectangles.  Now that I am nearly two years into researching this new
Orcadian persona, I am revisiting my garb closet with the desire to create a wardrobe that is
reasonably plausible for a woman living in the Orkney Islands within the complex Atlantic
roundhouse tradition between the third and sixth centuries CE. Creating garb for an Orcadian
persona presents significant challenges, since the only surviving clothing item is the Orkney
Hood.  Therefore, this undertaking requires a large amount of conjecture, cross cultural
comparisons, and a defined approach to what is and is not in scope for plausibility. Further, this
is a working wardrobe for a modern SCAdian, and as such, wearability, comfort, and availability
of materials has an impact on project choices.

My choices documented herein will focus on archaeologically-supported materials, colors,
construction, and styles. Exemplars include Lonne Hede, Zweelo Princess, Obenaltendorf Man,
Reepsholt, Les Martes de Veyres, among others. Stylistic Influences include the
contemporaneous traditions of Pictish Scotland (Orkney came under Pictish rule at the end of
the identified date range), Romano Britain (based on cultural exchange, trade, and comparable
availability of raw materials), and Migration period Continental Europe (based on culture
exchange, trade, and comparable material culture).

Cloth used to make the garments is restricted to plain twill weave wool, plain tabby weave wool,
and linen. The linen is present in the continental Celt archaeological record enough that I
brought it into scope and is further supported by the presence of flax in the archaeological
record for Orcadian textile production (along with nettle); however, the wool is most supported
for the British Isles. The color palette is based on natural dye materials available in Iron Age

Britain and Scotland.  This includes woad,
weld, and madder and produces a muted
winter palette of navy, sky blue, oranges,
yellows, jade green, browns, and grays.

This screen capture (left)  is from Sally
Pointer’s YouTube presentation on Iron Age
Britain’s textiles titled Iron Age Dyes: Woad,
Weld, and Madder. These colors represent
the local color palette available in Iron Age
British Isles.

I created my own patterns in an attempt to reverse engineer based on exemplars. The basis for
construction for all pieces includes a closed loop peplos, long tunics for both underlayers and
overdresses, and even a concept piece based on the Lonne Hede wrap skirt. Construction is all
by hand. Both hems and construction seams are based on extant stitching found at Hallstatt,
Dürrnberg, and in the Orkney hood; utilizing the Hem Stitch (an oversewn hem) and the
Overcast Stitch for the construction seams (aka. Whip stitch). The below rendering illustrating
these stitches is by Jenn Culller (citation in caption) and is included here with permission. In a

https://youtu.be/ESsnU-ECYnw
https://youtu.be/ESsnU-ECYnw


fun plot twist, chain stitching embroidery is seen on the interior of the Orkney Hood, which
brings this into scope. Interestingly, the stitching is not used here for ornamentation but for
repair. When my garments require repair, the chain stitch would be a fun detail to add as a nod
to the Orkney Hood.

Screen capture from Jenn Culler’s research blog. See full article here:
http://awanderingelf.weebly.com/iron-age-celtic-studies

The Orkney Islands in the British Iron Age

During the Late Iron Age, Orkney was a thriving culture center.  The islands had culture
exchange with mainland Britain, Rome, continental Celts, and the Mediterranean. These
broch-builders were descended from the Orcadian Neolithic cairn builders, and were living in a
metalworking metropolis full of international trade relations and political allyships as a complex
stratified society. This culture group spanned Orkney, Shetland, and Caithness (mainland
Scotland). The relative standard of living in Orkney could be considered quite prosperous and
peacefully secure for the time. Iron Age Orcadians farmed, fished, and hunted. Their farming
activities were centered on cattle, but also included pigs, sheep, hens, and goats. They grew
grain, but as this was a time of significant climate change in Orkney, the environment would
become colder and harsher, making farming grain more difficult by the time the Norse arrived.
There is evidence of hunting and fishing, not just for survival, but recreationally, as well.

Geographically and culturally, the Orkneys are often lumped together with
Shetland, together referred to as the Scatterlands (the well-known Viking
utopian social experiment in the early medieval period); however, the
culture, landscape, and history of the islands are highly unique.  The Orkney
Islands are located directly north of mainland Scotland, bookended with the
Atlantic Ocean and North Sea, and linked by trade and seafaring with Shetland, Iceland,
Caithness, and Norway. At various times in history, Orkney has been Celtic, Pictish, and Norse;

http://awanderingelf.weebly.com/iron-age-celtic-studies


a part of the Kingdoms of the Hebrides, Norway, and Scotland.  Today, Orkney is part of
Scotland, and by extension, the United Kingdom.  Orkney is especially known for the Ring of
Brodgar, Midhowe Broch, Maeshowe Cairn, St. Magnus Cathedral, Scapa Flow, the Old Man of
Hoy, and Puffins.

The cultural triangle of Orkney, Shetland, and Caithness is most distinctly marked by the
presence of imposing Brochs within the Complex Atlantic Roundhouse Tradition.  The circular
architectural style that would become known generally as the Atlantic Roundhouse first
appeared in the early Bronze Age, and was the primary architectural style of Britain and
Scotland through the Iron Age.  Roundhouses can be divided into simple and complex; the latter
referring to the drystone architecture that developed in the Iron Age and is found in northern and
western mainland Scotland, the Northern Isles (Orkney and Shetland) and the Hebrides (the
Western Isles).   Complex Atlantic Roundhouses include the crannog, wheelhouse, and broch.
Brochs are found in Scotland, exclusively, and primarily concentrated in Caithness and the
Northern Isles. Brochs were the Iron Age Scottish castles, with their central ground level
communal area, spiral outer staircases, and ‘apartment’ style familial unit dwellings. Here, we
begin to see themes that will echo throughout the Dark Ages and Early Medieval Period-
fortified cities, towers, and life within the castle walls.  It is this culture that inspires my Orkney
persona, and what I seek to further develop through my research and recreations.

Methodology
Dressing an Iron Age Orcadian woman of the broch-building culture poses a significant
challenge as no surviving clothing items exist in Orkney sans the famous Orkney Hood (which is
interpreted as likely Pictish in origin). How then does the wayward Orcadian enthusiast dress
themself? Necessity dictates looking beyond the Scatterlands, and more broadly considering
neighbors in space and time.

The Orkney Hood was likely a salvage piece
(meaning, created from cast off clothing items)
intended for a child.  While it is common to see
the hood recreated in the state of its discovery,

golden yellow, the original was a rose tone
‘moorit’ Shetland wool, undyed. The yellow

coloring was a chemical reaction produced in the
bog environment. 1

The Orkney Hood (National
Museum of Scotland)

Moorit Shetland Wool

1 Some Resources on the Orkney Hood:
Henshall, Audrey S. Early Textiles Found in Scotland: Part One; Proceedings of the Society of
Antiquaries of Scotland LXXI: pp. 1-29
Ritchie, Anna; Clothing of the Picts; Journal of the Costume Society (year unknown)
Clothing the Past: Surviving Garments from Early Medieval to Early Modern Western Europe
Reconstructing the Orkney Hood
THE ORKNEY HOOD: AN ANCIENT RE CYCLED TEXTILE

https://www.google.com/books/edition/Clothing_the_Past_Surviving_Garments_fro/KMZKDwAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=0
https://www.academia.edu/38819062/Reconstructing_the_Orkney_Hood
https://www.academia.edu/4751506/THE_ORKNEY_HOOD_AN_ANCIENT_RE_CYCLED_TEXTILE


Moving out of Orkney, I took inspiration and exemplars from areas of culture exchange, trade,
and material culture. My approach began by looking “close to home” (geographically close to
Orkney) within the identified culture group (broch-builders), moving outward in concentric circles
to mainland Scotland Broch-builders, the Picts, the Celtic diaspora during the migration era
(same centuries as my persona), and ultimately, greater continental Celtic Iron Age material
culture.

This approach pulled the following into scope (in order of precedence):

● Broch-Builder Culture: People of the Complex Atlantic Roundhouse Tradition spanning
Orkney, Shetland, and Caithness.

● The Picts: Pictish rule moved into Orkney during this time period, and their territory
extended south into mainland Scotland.

● The Romans: Roman contact is supported through Roman writings and Roman artifacts
in the Orkney archaeological record.

● Migration Era material culture: the Celtic diaspora and the Germanic “barbarians,”
taking place during the same time period as my persona

● Broader Celtic Iron Age material culture: The Iron Age in Orkney (and Britain in
general) is much later than mainland Europe. Orkney’s Iron Age began approximately
700 BCE and lasted until the arrival of the Nordic immigrants in the 8th century,
compared to mainland Europe where the Iron Age ended at the beginning of Classical
Antiquity.  Continental Iron Age Celtic material culture brings into scope the Hallstatt
cultural complex and the many Danish Iron Age extant garments. This marks the widest
net that I cast in pulling garments into scope, and was crucial in establishing a complete
wardrobe.

The Clothing Items
Looking to the Orkney hood as the only example of an intact clothing item in early medieval
Orkney, I did not have enough information to extract a reasonable hypothesis for how a
complete outfit would look for an Orcadian woman in the late Iron Age. Further, this project
focuses on Broch-Builder culture, and the Orkney Hood is generally attributed to the Picts.  As
my research methodology worked its way outward from the late Iron Age broch-builder complex
to the continental European Celts, I reasoned that the staple items for a woman’s wardrobe
would include a long tunic and a peplos.  The tunic concept applies to both under tunics (the
chemise equivalent) and outer tunics. Additionally, I created a concept wrap skirt based on the
Lonne Hede exemplar.

Tunic
A significant hurdle in creating a more accurate Iron Age Orcadian kit has been determining how
to pattern my “dresses,” or more accurately, tunics. To start, I applied my “concentric circle”
research approach and began looking for extant long tunics (genderless) for comparison. Here



are some exemplars that rose to the top, both in terms of their relation to Iron Age Orkney and
in their relation to one another.

The Les Martes de Veyre Tunic
(right): 1st – 2nd century France;
Gallo-Roman.

A really fantastic write up of a detailed
analysis and reconstruction can be
found here: Romano-Gaulish Woman’s
Garments, as well as a deep dive into
the dyestuffs of the textiles here: THE
ANALYSIS OF DYESTUFFS FROM
FIRST- TO SECOND-CENTURY
TEXTILE ARTEFACTS FOUND IN
THE MARTRES-DE-VEYRE
(FRANCE) EXCAVATIONS

Hogom Tunic (right): Migration Era,
Nordic Iron Age, Vendel, Sweden

The SCAdian blog Oswin’s
Omnigatherum features a stunning
write up with images of a recreation of
the Hogom tunic.

A Wandering Elf’s Migration Era
Bibliography includes the following:
Nockert, Margareta. The Högom Find
and Other Migration Period Textiles
and Costume in Scandinavia,
University of Umeå, 1991.

http://www.rentapeasant.co.uk/periods/roman/romano-gaulish-womans-garments/
http://www.rentapeasant.co.uk/periods/roman/romano-gaulish-womans-garments/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/229441198_The_Analysis_of_Dyestuffs_from_First-_to_Second-Century_Textile_Artefacts_Found_in_the_Martres-de-Veyre_France_Excavations
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/229441198_The_Analysis_of_Dyestuffs_from_First-_to_Second-Century_Textile_Artefacts_Found_in_the_Martres-de-Veyre_France_Excavations
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/229441198_The_Analysis_of_Dyestuffs_from_First-_to_Second-Century_Textile_Artefacts_Found_in_the_Martres-de-Veyre_France_Excavations
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/229441198_The_Analysis_of_Dyestuffs_from_First-_to_Second-Century_Textile_Artefacts_Found_in_the_Martres-de-Veyre_France_Excavations
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/229441198_The_Analysis_of_Dyestuffs_from_First-_to_Second-Century_Textile_Artefacts_Found_in_the_Martres-de-Veyre_France_Excavations
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/229441198_The_Analysis_of_Dyestuffs_from_First-_to_Second-Century_Textile_Artefacts_Found_in_the_Martres-de-Veyre_France_Excavations
https://omnigatherum.blog/2019/04/24/the-win-and-the-wind-down/
https://omnigatherum.blog/2019/04/24/the-win-and-the-wind-down/
http://awanderingelf.weebly.com/resources-migration-era.html
http://awanderingelf.weebly.com/resources-migration-era.html


Reepsholt Tunic (below): Iron Age, Denmark

For a really useful and complete resource for a variety of clothing items (including the
Reepsholt tunic) extant to Iron Age Denmark, check out Costume in Prehistoric Denmark. It
even has measurements!

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Constructional-lay-out-of-the-Reepsholt-tunic-and-proporti
on-to-the-human-body-drawing_fig15_287405920

https://cdn.website-editor.net/c823ed0296224786b923c2d32a6d039c/files/uploaded/Ancient%2520danish%2520Textiles%2520from%2520bogs%2520and%2520burials_1980%2520von%2520Margrethe%2520Hald_Kap.%252010.PDF
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Constructional-lay-out-of-the-Reepsholt-tunic-and-proportion-to-the-human-body-drawing_fig15_287405920
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Constructional-lay-out-of-the-Reepsholt-tunic-and-proportion-to-the-human-body-drawing_fig15_287405920


Roman Tunics (right):

We see the same / similar shape in patterns
reconstructed from Roman tunics, such as
this one from “Wearing the Cloak, Dressing
the Soldier in Roman Times” edited by
Marie-Louise Nosch

Looking at these examples, I created two similar patterns. The first is intended as an under tunic
and is most closely based on the Roman tunic shape. The second is intended as an outer tunic,
and is heavily informed by the Reepsholt tunic and the Les Martes tunic. The primary goal in
creating these experimental tunics was to recreate the overall shape seen in these extant
examples. I hope to achieve something reasonably close for these initial iterations
through proportion, flat seams/hems, and creating room for freedom of movement
without anachronistic gores.

Taking the under tunic first, I used lightweight white linen. I folded the full length of the fabric,
and cut the shape of the tunic based on my body measurements. The fold located at the top, I
drew and traced the shape similar to that of the roman tunic, including sleeves, and cut an
opening at the top for a neckline. This gave me one piece of cut fabric. Next, I finished all edges
using the hem stitch, and then sewed the two side seams using the overcast stitch. Since this
piece is intended as an under layer, I wanted a close fit. Therefore, I cut the fabric
conservatively, so that it would allow for movement with the least amount of bulk possible. In
order to better facilitate walking without my legs being restricted, I left the sides of the tunic open
as is supported in the Reepshold tunic.  Below is a picture of the cut tunic before sewing began,
and a picture of the hem stitch in progress.



The next steps for my undertunic will include cutting and attaching the sleeves separately, to
achieve more historically accurate patterning.  At the time, I was unclear on whether or not
cutting on the bias was relevant, and had questions about the size of fabric that would have
been woven in period according to the size that the historical looms would support. I have since
confirmed that the archaeological record on Orkney supports the very large, standing warp
weighted looms. These looms produce very large finished cloth that would have been cut to
size, and would not have been cut on the bias. This is supported in both Henshall (see the
Orkney Hood discussion above) and the National Museum of Scotland collections.

For the outer tunic, I applied a similar approach and based the patterning on the Reepsholt and
the Les Martes tunics. I selected 100% wool in a 2/1 twill weave from Handelsgillet, a strongly
supported but very challenging to source cloth, in an Iron Age appropriate jade green. The color

was achieved through natural dyeing using woad and vau.
For this piece, I wanted to achieve the proportions seen in
the Reepsholt and Les Martes tunics. I adjusted the
proportions, and again, cut the pieces according to my
measurements. This time, however, I cut the sleeves
separately, shaping them as seen on the Reepsholt rendering
with a slight taper to create a softer gusset and more tapered
fit in the arm. The hem stitch finish on the gusset of the under
tunic had been increasingly challenging due to the 90 degree
turn, and I wanted to avoid any possible pleating under the
arm. I then finished all edges with the hem stitch, attached
the sleeves using the overcast construction stitch, and joined
the side seams in the same way.

https://www.handelsgillet.com/shop/fabric-en/wool/thin-wool-en/twill-en/sgr08-jade-green/


My next steps for the outer tunic will include further research into the weight of wool fragments
to ensure the weight of my cloth used for recreations matches the period weight, and can further
analyze how that impacts wearability, drape, comfort, etc. For wearability, this shape and
proportion provides a good basis for a “comfy, oversized sweatshirt” in Orkney; however, the
sleeves are large to the point of being cumbersome. In a departure from the extant examples
used here, I am considering making a future tunic with more narrow sleeves for wearability and
practicality, as this is my SCA capsule wardrobe and will be worn for “real life.”  This style of
garment is extensively documented for the non-noble classes of the 3rd - 7th centuries CE in
the book Dress and Personal Appearance in Late Antiquity by Faith Pennick Morgan.  If I get
extraordinarily inspired, I may also dissect the wool cloth itself in order to pull threads to use in
construction (I used linen thread here).

Peplos
As much as I do not care for the look of the peplos, it is undeniable that this garment would
have been a staple in the wardrobe of any Iron Age Celtic or Germanic woman. I set about to
determine the most accurate style and fit for a peplos, and based on an amalgamation of finds,
spanning the Huldermose woman, Zweeloo Princess, and Lonne Hede finds, I decided to
pattern a closed loop peplos made from one large rectangle of fabric and joined with one side
seam.

For my first peplos, I selected midweight linen in an Iron Age appropriate windowpane plaid
pattern in butterscotch tones. This fabric was not naturally dyed to my knowledge, but color for
color does a good job of matching the Iron Age color palette based on weld and madder. All
edges were finished with the hem stitch, and the one construction seam completed with the
overcast stitch.



Wrap Skirt

Additionally, I decided to create an interpretive concept garment based on the Lonne Hede wrap
skirt.

Image Left: Reconstruction of a woman’s dress from bog textile finds
at Lønne Hede. 1st century A.D. National Museum of Denmark

For the cloth, I selected a gray wool tabby (not twill, like the extant,
but period correct for Iron Age Orkney) and a red linen thread as a
nod to the colors in the original. The color and weave are both
supported for Iron Age Orkney, and the tabby will mimic the weight
and drape of the extant. I opted not to add the “waist band” seen in
the original after learning that what appears to be a decorative wide
trim is actually the salvaged edge of the fabric, which I am not able to
reproduce. I determined that adding a wide tablet weave waist would
depart farther from the original than the alternative of ignoring that
salvaged edge.

My concept skirt is a wrap skirt with a straight pin closure, which is
true to the original. I am including the gathering in the waist located at the hips and back that
was added in the museum reconstruction. The decision by the National Museum of Denmark to
gather the waist in the Lonne Hede recreation was based on the Huldremose skirt, also found in
Denmark, at the time that the display reproduction was created. As with many extant fragments,
some guesswork was required. After attempting to wear a mock up of the wrap skirt design sans
gathering, I discovered that the gathering of the fabric at the waist was what kept the skirt from
falling off my hips as I moved. In this way, my concept skirt will be more true to the museum
reconstruction than it may be to the original. Based on what survived of the garment, we simply
don’t know. For construction, I used the hem stitch to finish all edges, and gathered the hips
using a running stitch hidden in the pleats. I made the pleating large and easy to remove if I
want to make future adjustments to the skirt based on additional research.

The addition of the tablet woven edge would give structural integrity to the pin fastening, while
achieving a more similar drape to the original than omitting it. I found tablet woven trim in blue
and white commercially available in the Snartemo II pattern. I decided to go with the Snartemo II
band from Norway, ca. 500 CE, because it checks so many of my boxes: it’s within the migration
period and close to my target of fourth-fifth centuries CE, the colorwork was complimentary,
100% wool construction, and Norway is geographically so close to Orkney and Shetland.
However, the weight difference between the tabby and the heavy woven band did not work for
the garments. Ultimately, I omitted the tablet woven edge and decided to keep the belt as a belt
(bonus belt!)



The pin closure was selected based on the following Passage from Ostergard regarding wrap
design and fastening:  “Pinning a costume – that is, fastening the clothes with a thin pin cut in
wood or other material – was not a novelty in the Middle Ages. A leather cloak from Huldremose
in Jutland, dated to the year 30 AD, is held together by an 80 mm long pin formed from a bird
bone, and the almost contemporary skirt from Lønne Hede is also closed with a long pin of
bronze.”

I consulted many sources for this concept wrap skirt, including: the University of Copenhagen
Centre for Textile Research: The Lonne Hede Project
(https://ctr.hum.ku.dk/research-programmes-and-projects/tecc/loennehede/), the National
Museum of Denmark, Lonne Hede Textiles (https://samlinger.natmus.dk/do/asset/2022), and
Woven into the Earth: Textile Finds in Norse Greenland by Else Ostergard.

https://ctr.hum.ku.dk/research-programmes-and-projects/tecc/loennehede/
https://samlinger.natmus.dk/do/asset/2022
https://www.amazon.com/Woven-into-Earth-Textile-Greenland/dp/8772889357/ref=asc_df_8772889357/?tag=hyprod-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=312154640153&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=16373421078273944367&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=1027252&hvtargid=pla-454625789664&psc=1


The Lonne Hede fragments (Left)

National Museum of Denmark; Lonne Hede
Textiles

Accessories
The following descriptions of accessories were researched and commissioned/ purchased in
order to better complete my Iron Age Orcadian kit. This section supports the development of the
kit as a whole, and further fleshes out the persona development aspect of this garb project.

Sprang Hairnet

Having medium length, layered (modern) hair, I struggle with comfortable ways to make my hair
less anachronistic while in garb. The most plausible solutions are veils and grave supported hair
styles.  Sadly, the really intricate and unique hairstyles from Iron Age graves are out of reach for
my hair due to length. In exploring head coverings, I discovered  the sprang hair net.

The sprang hairnet is not directly supported for Iron Age Scotland, but is supported through the
archaeological record for the Bronze Age and Iron Age on the continent, specifically Denmark,
and then shows up in the British Isles with the Anglo Saxons as continental communities in the
early medieval period continue to wear them. They are most supported for the continental
Bronze Age in that there exist whole extant examples; however, I am comfortable pulling them
into scope for the practical need of a hair solution, given the evidence of the sprang material of
the right size and shape during the Iron Age in Britain, and then again popping up in the early
medieval period with culture groups like the Anglo Saxons. It is not great evidence for a
continuity of use, but it has proven good enough to rise to the top as my “best guess” hair
solution. Tangentially related, the National Museum of Scotland collection includes sprang
stockings from the Romano-British period, which further supports contemporaneous sprang
clothing items in Britian.  Sprang hairnet (complete)  examples include Borum Eshoj woman’s



sprang hair net (Denmark, National Museum of Denmark) and Bredmose woman’s sprang
hairnet (Denmark, National Museum of Denmark).  The reproduction I am wearing in the
accompanying photos is wool naturally dyed with walnut, as is period correct.

Cape
It’s cold in Orkney, and I need outerwear. Looking at extant pieces from continental Celtic Iron
Age cultural communities that are technologically and environmentally similar to Iron Age
Orkney brought into scope the possibility of fur/skin capes. Check this out from the National
Museum of Denmark about Fur in Prehistory and this section on capes in Prehistoric Costume
in Denmark.  Currently, I have a fantastic sheep skin rug (yes, rug) that I sourced in a thrift shop
years ago. I already wear this as a capelet, and I think that the connection to sheep in the
Northern Isles, as well as the supported hypothesis that all genders wore skin/fur capes in cold,
Iron Age Celtic and Scandinavian regions well supports scoping this piece into my regular
wardrobe. For next steps, I would like to begin to rework the length of sheepskin into something
similar in construction to the extant examples of fur and skin capes from Denmark.

Footwear: Socks, Shoes, and Leg Wraps
In order to better outfit my feet within my Orcadian kit, I looked for examples of socks and
shoes. My socks are cut and sewn similar to the extant socks found at Les Martes
(commercially sourced, but my next steps include making my own). My shoes are on
commission (not yet delivered) and based on the Buiston style found in Scotland ca. 600CE and
associated with the Picts. Shoe choice is supported in Archaeological footwear : development
of shoe patterns and styles from prehistory till the 1600's by Marquita Volken, and the extensive
work done on early medieval shoes by Farolfus Filius Richardi (SCA name) in Northshield and
showcased in their blog (with interactive shoe map) https://farolfus.wordpress.com/.

In addition to socks and shoes, I have also recreated Iron Age legwraps based on the Sogard
Mose II find from Vigorg, Denmark.  The below images show the extant legwraps (feet and
lower leg in situ) next to my recreation. My legwraps are a brown wool (a period correct color
choice, but not walnut dyed as would have been in period), and are tied on using inkle woven
wool garters.  This first pair gets me kitted for winter 2021-2022 events; however, my next steps

https://en.natmus.dk/historical-knowledge/historical-themes/the-fur-trail/fur-in-prehistory/
https://en.natmus.dk/historical-knowledge/historical-themes/the-fur-trail/fur-in-prehistory/
https://cdn.website-editor.net/c823ed0296224786b923c2d32a6d039c/files/uploaded/Ancient%2520danish%2520Textiles%2520from%2520bogs%2520and%2520burials_1980%2520von%2520Margrethe%2520Hald_Kap.%252010.PDF
https://cdn.website-editor.net/c823ed0296224786b923c2d32a6d039c/files/uploaded/Ancient%2520danish%2520Textiles%2520from%2520bogs%2520and%2520burials_1980%2520von%2520Margrethe%2520Hald_Kap.%252010.PDF
https://www.worldcat.org/title/archaeological-footwear-development-of-shoe-patterns-and-styles-from-prehistory-till-the-1600s/oclc/876679828
https://www.worldcat.org/title/archaeological-footwear-development-of-shoe-patterns-and-styles-from-prehistory-till-the-1600s/oclc/876679828
https://farolfus.wordpress.com/


will include using cloth of period correct twill weave for the wool, natural dyed, and cord rather
than inkle woven garters; and finally, attaching the cord to the top and bottom of each legwrap to
create a more accurate representation.

Glass Beads

Orkney boasts wonderful examples of jewelry, including glass
beads.  Among the extant finds are the typical cobalt blue
(which I adore, so that worked out well), amber, as well as some
unique styles shown below.  Additionally, glass beads are well
supported in the La Tene finds in mainland Europe, in Norway,
and up to contemporary sites in Britain. Specifically, I like to
reference the beads found at the late bronze age/ early iron age
settlement of Blackberry Field, Potterne and the early La Tene
period/ early iron age settlement of Swallowcliffe Down,
Swallowcliffe, Wiltshire. Beads from these sites can be explored online at the Wiltshire Museum,
Devizes. Further, some glass beads and globules were found at Mine Howe in Orkney, such as
this unique example in yellow and black swirls
(https://theorkneynews.scot/2019/06/17/the-varied-beauty-of-ancient-beads/).

Belt
Belt wearing is supported in the wear pattern seen in period
examples, such as the Les Martes outer tunic. It is this wear
pattern that informs the extreme blousing as seen in the pictures
below.  Woven wool belts in an Iron Age color palette are most
appropriate for this kit, and as such, I am currently wearing one of
several of my wool tablet woven belts gifted to me by fellow
SCAdians (including a blue belt indicative of my fealty to Clan
Oldcastle).  Additionally, I acquired a replica of the Snartemo
tablet woven belt from southern Norway.

https://www.wiltshiremuseum.org.uk/
https://www.wiltshiremuseum.org.uk/
https://theorkneynews.scot/2019/06/17/the-varied-beauty-of-ancient-beads/


You may read more about the Snartemo finds here:
https://www.visitnorway.com/places-to-go/southern-norway/listings-lister/ancient-sword-snartem
o-bautaparken/7215/ And a bit about the band pattern here:
https://www.shelaghlewins.com/tablet_weaving/Snartemo_II_new/Snartemo_II.pdf. In my next
steps,  I am interested in further researching some recent archaeological sites that uncovered
leather belt fragments with metal embellishments, and may be recreating a similar item in the
future (very snazzy, and very exciting!).

Metalwork

What Orkney archaeological sites lack in textiles, they make up for in jewelry. Extensive work is
currently being done at The Cairns (an archaeological site in Orkney) by the University of the
Highlands and Islands, central to which is a massive metalworking complex focused on
personal embellishments.

Ring Top Pins:

I could not pass up the opportunity to own something so
quintessentially Iron Age broch-dwelling Orcadian as
ring top pins. In support of the Cairns casting project
benefitting the University of the Highland and Islands, I
am the proud owner of a set of two “crown” style ring top
pins, and two plain ring top pins, both in brass. The pins
were likely utilized with a cord when used as fastenings
for peplos, and can also be used as small veil or cloak
pins. They’re great little utilitarian items, really.

The Cairns Broch is a rich site featuring a smithy and
associated workshops. This site has been key to my persona development, and they are finding
more every season.

”The Cairns is an Iron Age broch site situated near Windwick, South Ronaldsay, Orkney. The
excavations, led by Martin Carruthers, have been ongoing each summer at the site since 2006.
To date they have discovered an Iron Age broch that has been filled in after it has gone out of
use but further Iron Age settlement of the site has continued into the 8th Century AD. This later
use included a smithy and associated workshops tentatively dated to the 1st Century AD.
It is within this area that an assemblage of over 60 mould fragments were recovered during the
2014 & 2015 season of excavation.” (http://www.diggah.net/cairns-pin/)

For more on the Cairns ring top pins, see the following BBC article about the reproductions of
these uniquely Orcandian accessories here:

https://www.visitnorway.com/places-to-go/southern-norway/listings-lister/ancient-sword-snartemo-bautaparken/7215/
https://www.visitnorway.com/places-to-go/southern-norway/listings-lister/ancient-sword-snartemo-bautaparken/7215/
https://www.shelaghlewins.com/tablet_weaving/Snartemo_II_new/Snartemo_II.pdf
https://archaeologynewsnetwork.blogspot.com/2018/03/making-metal-casting-society-at-cairns.html
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/58%C2%B045'58.0%22N+2%C2%B056'42.9%22W/@58.766112,-2.9474367,594m/data=!3m2!1e3!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x0!8m2!3d58.766112!4d-2.945248
https://www.uhi.ac.uk/en/archaeology-institute/staff/martin-carruthers/
http://www.diggah.net/cairns-pin/


https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-scotland-north-east-orkney-shetland-37481840 And more here:
https://archaeologyorkney.com/2018/03/08/making-metal-casting-society-at-the-cairns-orkney

For even more ring top pins, check out the Broch of Gurress finds in the National Museum of
Scotland: Set of two pins
https://www.nms.ac.uk/explore-our-collections/collection-search-results/pin/709635 and a pin
with stone mold:
https://www.nms.ac.uk/explore-our-collections/collection-search-results/pin/709634

Scottish Ribbon Torc:

The Scottish Ribbon torc is another example of something uniquely Scottish (albeit not
specifically Orcadian) during the Iron Age. This piece is bit earlier
in the Iron Age than my typical focus (300 BCE – 50CE),  but I
couldn’t resist something so exceptionally Iron Age Scotland.

From the Pitt Rivers Museum: Ten of these torcs are held in
museums in Scotland, seven in the British Museum, and two in the
Pitt Rivers Museum. This type is known a ‘ribbon torc’, and has a
left-hand spiral twist with hook ends. It is quite small, suggesting it
was worn around the arm or wrist rather than as a neck ornament.
Ribbon torcs date to the Middle Bronze Age (1400 to 1100BC) at
the earliest, and the Iron Age (300 to 100BC) at the latest.
https://www.prm.ox.ac.uk/gold-torc-scotland

The item pictured is from the National Museum of Scotland collection (X.2011.6.4): “Ribbon torc
of gold, with 11 regular twists and ends tapered into shanks which are bent back into hooks with
expanded conical knobbed terminals, Iron Age, found as part of a hoard comprising four torcs,
at Blair Drummond, Perthshire, on 28 September 2009” For additional extant examples, see
also the collection at the Pitt Rivers Museum (https://www.prm.ox.ac.uk/gold-torc-scotland) and
the many, many additional ribbon torcs at the National Museum of Scotland. My replica
available via the National Museum of Scotland shop:
https://shop.nms.ac.uk/collections/shop-by-theme-ancient-scotland/products/blair-drummond-tor
c-choker?_pos=2&_sid=3b7fba716&_ss=r

Roman Hack Silver:

As the broch-builders in Orkney had documented trade and socio-political engagement with
Rome in southern Britain and trade with the Mediterranean as evidenced in the Orcadian
archaeological assemblages. As such, it would be most appropriate for an Orcadian
broch-builder woman residing on the island to carry her own currency in the form of hack silver,
which I have acquired in the form of one set of silver cuff bracelets and one set of bangle
bracelets. My modern knock-offs are based on the Norrie’s Law hoard bracelet fragments
housed at the National Museum of Scotland.  Not having a complete bracelet, I am not able to
discern if it was a cuff or a bangle, so I procured a set of each to cover my bases.  The extant

https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-scotland-north-east-orkney-shetland-37481840
https://archaeologyorkney.com/2018/03/08/making-metal-casting-society-at-the-cairns-orkney
https://www.nms.ac.uk/explore-our-collections/collection-search-results/pin/709635
https://www.nms.ac.uk/explore-our-collections/collection-search-results/pin/709634
https://www.prm.ox.ac.uk/gold-torc-scotland
https://www.prm.ox.ac.uk/gold-torc-scotland
https://shop.nms.ac.uk/collections/shop-by-theme-ancient-scotland/products/blair-drummond-torc-choker?_pos=2&_sid=3b7fba716&_ss=r
https://shop.nms.ac.uk/collections/shop-by-theme-ancient-scotland/products/blair-drummond-torc-choker?_pos=2&_sid=3b7fba716&_ss=r


fragment can be viewed here:
https://www.nms.ac.uk/explore-our-collections/collection-search-results/hacksilver-fragment/132
651.  I have acquired several other distinctly Pictish pieces of silver, which will be presented in
an upcoming Pictish kit development project, estimated timeline of late Spring 2022.

https://www.nms.ac.uk/explore-our-collections/collection-search-results/hacksilver-fragment/132651
https://www.nms.ac.uk/explore-our-collections/collection-search-results/hacksilver-fragment/132651


Photos

Above: Under tunic, peplos, socks, sprang hairnet, Scottish Ribbon torc, Orkney ring top pins,
Roman hack silver bracelets, and cobalt blue glass bead earrings.



Above: Under tunic, overtunic, wool Snartemo belt, Orkney hood, sprang hairnet, Scottish
Ribbon torc, cobalt blue glass bead earrings, socks, and legwraps.



Attributions and References
References are located in the body of the report, and are hyperlinked in the digital version of
this document.

Many of my garb decisions are inspired, encouraged, and enabled by the research of Jenn
Culler, and her Iron Age Celtic Studies research articles, recreations, and bibliographies. I
wouldn’t have the tools or wherewithal to level up in my kit if it weren’t for her sharing her
valuable research. To learn more, please visit her blog at
http://awanderingelf.weebly.com/iron-age-celtic-studies.

http://awanderingelf.weebly.com/iron-age-celtic-studies

